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Abstract. An analysis of the level, the dynamic and structure of elements of capital with the studied 
entity can be performed by using the indices method and ratios method: capital assets ratio, debt ratio, 
cash flow ratio, financial stability ratio, tax liability ratio, trade debt ratio and non-financial liability 
ratio. The purpose of this analysis is to determine the best financial structure, namely the ratios in 
which the company appeals to funds of its own capital borrowed capital, as well as the way these 
resources are materialized into productive capital. 
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Introduction. Assessing the means and resources of an entity from an economic and 
financial perspective is based on information submitted by the financial account balance, 
where in contrast to the content of the account balance, patrimony elements are organized 
according to their participation in the economic circuit of the company. Therefore they may 
be elements of investment cycle, capitalization cycle or financing cycle. 
Assessing the dynamics and the evolution of such elements of the economic unit 
allows us to know the resource distribution policy and the main quantity and quality 
mutations occurred in the situation of the economic means and the company patrimony. 
Assessing the patrimony structure of the analyzed economic unit allows us to 
determine the extent to which they use their own capital or borrowed capital in order to 
finance investments, as well as the way in which financial resources get materialized into 
productive capital. Rate structure of patrimony assets brings references related to the rates of 
non-current assets and current assets, and within them according to the components. 
Rate structure of patrimony liabilities brings reference related to the rates of financial 
stability, short-term debts and financing structure of the entity according to playability, and 
according to the capital type of property, rates provide information about the financial 
independence and the risks the company is exposed to. 
Aims and objectives. Assessing the financial structure of the company by analyzing 
the financial rate structure of the studied entity 
Materials and methods. The information material used includes the balance sheets 
for the period between years 2009-2011, re-processed, under the form of financial balances 
for the same period. The object of activity of the entity is the manufacture of agricultural and 
forest operation machines and equipment. The method used is that of rates, and expresses the 
relation between two inter-conditioning indicators with a certain information power. (Siminică, 
2010) 
Results and Discussion. The financial structure outlined by the functional balance 
performed during the three assessed years present the structure evolution of the entity assets 
and liabilities, respectively, and at the same time the possibility of exploring this assessment 
more deeply in terms of the patrimony assets and liabilities components (Tab. 1). 
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Tab. 1 
The evolution of the patrimony structure 
 
Indicators Financial year 
2009 2010 2011 
Non-current assets 20.96% 19.22% 27.20% 
Current assets 79.06% 80.77% 72.79% 
Debts 54.35% 53.30% 48.61% 
Permanent capitals 45.65% 46.70% 51.39% 
Source: author’s editing 
 
Note that debts occupy about 50% of the patrimony liabilities and are covered during 
the assessed period by the patrimony structure of currents assets, which is larger, during the 
assessed period. Therefore the working capital has a positive rate and registers an increasing 
evolution as an effect of the increasing evolution of the structure component; the debts are 
6.22 % larger in 2010 than in 2009 and 22.03 % larger than in 2010, simultaneously with the 
decrease of structure component; stocks are 3.54% larger in 2010 than in 2009, and are 3.91% 
larger in 2011 than in 2010. Permanent capitals, by their structure, represent the investment 
resources surplus, even if the weight of tangible assets is oscillating in terms of evolution, and 
the cause may be the depreciation policy promoted by the entity as well as tangible asset 
disbursements that are ahead of receipts and also economic goods 
Conclusion. Permanent capitals, by their structure, allow investment financing, 
especially financing from the company’s own capital, from the combined profits of the 
preceding years, which accounts for a healthy net situation of the company, however with a 
negative working capital need and negative net funds. Measures are imposed in order to 
increase the structure rate of debts and stocks within the total of current assets, so that they 
may reach the double of short-term debts structure rate. A faster debt recovery is necessary so 
that positive funds may be ensured. The following are necessary: a more careful analysis in 
terms of structure component, own capital-based financing with an increasing evolution, 
which does not seem to be used at its full as related to the gross value of capital assets; the 
absence of entries in the entity bookkeeping system related to the use of such financing is also 
possible. 
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